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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Graduate student Rhana Headley is 
pursuing a master’s in 2D studio art, 
working on a book with her 
illustrations and is this week’s student 
spotlight. 
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ROUND 107
The Eastern football team heads to 
Illinois State Saturday for the 107th 
installment of the Mid-America Classic. 
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Editor’s Note: This story is the start of a series 
of stories that will highlight different offices, ser-
vices, centers or places on and off campus that 
are intended to help students.  
Hannah Shillo
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
 
The Office of Civil Rights and Diversity is 
where students and staff can go if they feel they 
have been discriminated against while on cam-
pus at Eastern.
Shawn Peoples is the director of the Office of 
Civil Rights and Diversity as well as a Title IX co-
ordinator.
“I am new to the position,” she said. “But the 
office has been here for quite some time.”
She said anyone at the university who believes 
they have been discriminated against can report 
it through the Office of Civil Rights and Diversi-
ty, but they can also report an incident elsewhere.
“This is one of the offices (students) can come 
to,” she said. “They can also go to the Office of 
Student Standards, which enforces our student 
code of conduct.”
Peoples said when a report is made, the office 
investigates to determine if there has been a viola-
tion of university policy.
“The office does the investigation part of it,” 
she said. “Once the investigation is concluded, it 
goes to the appropriate vice president here at the 
university, who then would review the informa-
tion, make a decision and get back to this office.”
The department not only deals with com-
plaints and reports about discrimination, but also 
complaints that fall under sexual harassment, ac-
cording to Peoples.
“As a Title IX coordinator, any situation (in-
volving) sexual assault, relationship violence, do-
mestic violence or stalking can be reported here,” 
she said. “This is one of three places where some-
one could report (an incident).”
She said reports could also be made at the Of-
fice of Student Standards or the University Police 
Department.
“If there are any complaints that are brought 
forward,” she said, “we do address those com-
plaints.”
General Counsel Laura McLaughlin said Peo-
ples is well-trained and can handle anything 
within her department.
“It’s a good comfort level,” she said of having 
Peoples in charge of the office. “Students and em-
ployees talk to her, too. You don’t have to be a 
student to talk to her, you can be an employee.”
McLaughlin also said a complaint can be made 
even if it does not involve a student at Eastern.
“Maybe while they were here on our proper-
ty, a visitor might have done something inappro-
priate,” she said. “So (Peoples) would be the one 
that you could go (to talk about the issue) and 
feel comfortable going to.”
In addition to giving students and faculty a re-
source for reporting incidents regarding discrim-
ination and harassment, the office is also part of 
the affirmative action outreach program at East-
ern.
Office offers
students a 
safe place to 
report abuse
By Mercury Bowen
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Families in the community as well as those on 
campus will be given the opportunity to participate 
in Kids Day at the Castle Saturday from 10 a.m. to 
noon.
However, since it is expected to rain, Kids Day will 
be inside of Buzzard Hall. 
The Office of Civic Engagement and Volun-
teerism partnered with WEIU to present the pro-
gram.
Crystal Brown, the assistant director of civic en-
gagement, said the program is a chance for people 
to come to campus to learn about different organi-
zations and opportunities as well as ways children can 
get involved in the community.
“It’s a great free event,” Brown said.
The event will include inflatables, arts and crafts, 
games, music and bicycle giveaways for a boy and a 
girl.
Another part of the event is the Touch A Truck 
program, which gives children the opportunity to see 
and sit in a fire truck, a school bus, an ambulance and 
a police car.
Beth Gillespie, the interim director of civic engage-
ment, said the Touch A Truck program is very pop-
ular.
“When you’re four or five, you’re like, ‘Whoa, a 
fire engine! How Cool!’” Gillespie said.
Daniel Tiger from the show Daniel Tiger’s Neigh-
borhood will be available for photos and meet-and-
greets.
“I’ve learned that (Daniel Tiger is) apparently pret-
ty popular these days,” Gillespie said. “Hopefully he’s 
not more popular than Billy the Panther, but we’ll 
see.”
Groups such as Douglas-Hart Nature Center and 
Big Brothers Big Sisters will be in attendance to of-
fer information to attendees along with tumbling and 
martial arts places.
While the event has not happened for a few years, 
Gillespie said she is confident it will be a big hit.
“We’re excited to be partnering with WEIU to 
bring this back,” Gillespie said.
Brown said in the past, the student volunteers 
said Kids Day at the Castle was one of the most fun 
events.
“It’s just something that they really enjoyed and al-
ways talked about from a volunteer perspective, then 
also from the kids in the community, how much fun 
they had at it,” Brown said. 
Children to spend day at ‘Castle’
ANALICIA HAYNES | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Philosophy professor Gary Aylesworth (left) explains his thoughts on the role and importance of a liberal arts education Thursday during 
this semester’s faculty forum in the Charleston/Mattoon room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Math professor Charles Delman 
(right), Eastern Provost Jay Gatrell and Illinois State Provost Jan Murphy were also panelists and offered their input on the topic.
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By Analicia Haynes 
Editor-in-Chief | @Haynes1943
Four panelists addressed the importance of a liber-
al education and the responsibility universities have to 
promote this type of education Thursday during this 
semester’s faculty forum at the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Philosophy professor Gary Aylesworth, math pro-
fessor Charles Delman, Eastern provost Jay Gatrell 
and Illinois State Provost Jan Murphy were the fea-
tured panelists and each gave their own interpretation 
of a liberal education in universities or what adminis-
trators and faculty need to do to support a liberal ed-
ucation.
Aylesworth addressed the history behind a liberal 
education and said the modern concept of that coin-
cides with the funding of the University of Berlin in 
1810 in response to industrialization and the progres-
sive development of modern science. 
He said liberal education is to include research and 
the development of new knowledge in addition to 
historical learning. 
“It is oriented toward the future and is no longer 
in servitude to the past or to external authorities but 
serves the state in bringing about modern reforms,” 
he said. 
He said the American land grant university is an 
extension of this idea.
However, he said now the danger that threatens 
a liberal education appears in the guise of capitalism 
and consumerism. 
“In the American context the function of the liber-
al university is in danger of being reduced to serving 
economic interests exclusively,” he said. “This danger 
is intensified by political leaders who are themselves 
enthralled to banking and business interests, by the 
stagnation of wages of the middle class, by pervasive 
consumerist attitudes served by politicians, students, 
parents and I’m sad to say even by (professors). 
Therefore, he said in response to this, the liberal 
university should preserve the benefits of traditional 
learning. 
Panelists identify importance of 
liberal education in universities
FACULTY FORUM, page 5 
SERVICING STUDENTS 
Local weather
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TODAY ON CAMPUS: TODA   AMPUS 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
Trump administration on Thurs-
day moved to abandon a longstand-
ing court settlement that limits 
how long immigrant children can 
be kept locked up, proposing new 
regulations that would allow the 
government to detain families un-
til their immigration cases are de-
cided.
Homeland Security officials said 
that ending the so-called Flores 
agreement of 1997 will speed up 
the handling of asylum requests 
while also deterring people from il-
legally crossing the Mexican border.
The move angered immigrant 
rights advocates and is all but cer-
tain to trigger a court battle.
"It is sickening to see the United 
States government looking for ways 
to jail more children for longer," 
said Omar Jadwat, director of the 
ACLU's Immigrants' Rights Proj-
ect. "And it's yet another example 
of the Trump administration's hos-
tility toward immigrants resulting 
in a policy incompatible with the 
most basic human values."
The Flores agreement requires 
the government to keep children 
in the least restrictive setting pos-
sible and to release them generally 
after 20 days in detention. For de-
cades, because of those restrictions, 
many parents and children caught 
trying to slip into the country have 
been released into the U.S. while 
their asylum requests wind their 
way through the courts — a prac-
tice President Donald Trump has 
decried as "catch-and-release."
Such cases can drag on for years, 
and some immigrants stop showing 
up to court when it becomes clear 
their asylum requests are going to 
be denied.
The newly proposed rules would 
allow the government to hold fam-
ilies in detention until their cases 
are completed.
Homeland Security did not say 
how long it expects families to be 
kept locked up. But immigration 
officials say asylum cases involving 
detained families move much more 
quickly, taking months instead of 
years to resolve, in part because 
there are none of the delays that re-
sult when immigrants set free in the 
U.S. fail to show up for a hearing.
"Today, legal loopholes signif-
icantly hinder the department's 
ability to appropriately detain and 
promptly remove family units that 
have no legal basis to remain in the 
country," said Homeland Securi-
ty Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen. "This 
rule addresses one of the prima-
ry pull factors for illegal immigra-
tion and allows the federal govern-
ment to enforce immigration laws 
as passed by Congress."
Earlier this summer, a feder-
al judge in California rejected a 
request by the administration to 
modify Flores to allow for longer 
family detention. Administration 
officials say they have the authori-
ty to terminate the agreement, but 
that is likely to be tested in court.
"They're essentially trying to ac-
complish through regulation what 
the court has not permitted," said 
Peter Schey, an attorney repre-
senting immigrant children un-
der the settlement and president of 
the Center for Human Rights and 
Constitutional Law.
Schey said he will oppose any ef-
fort to end Flores unless the gov-
ernment proposes acceptable reg-
ulations for the safe and humane 
treatment of youngsters.
"Refugee children should not 
be made to suffer inhumane treat-
ment and prolonged and unneces-
sary detention just to satisfy Pres-
ident Trump's zero-tolerance ap-
proach to refugees seeking safety in 
the United States from the violence 
and lawlessness spreading through-
out Central America," Schey said.
The Flores agreement became an 
issue last spring when the Trump 
administration adopted a policy of 
prosecuting anyone caught crossing 
illegally. More than 2,900 children 
were separated from their parents, 
prompting international outrage.
Trump eventually backed down 
and stopped the separation of fam-
ilies. A federal judge ordered par-
ents and children reunited; the gov-
ernment has said it has done so in 
as many cases as it could. But hun-
dreds of parents were deported 
without their children, while oth-
ers had criminal records or were not 
parents as they claimed to be, offi-
cials said.
Because under Flores children 
cannot be kept in criminal custo-
dy with their parents or held for 
an extended period in immigration 
detention, the administration has 
limited options when dealing with 
families.
The government operates three 
family detention centers that can 
hold a total of about 3,000 peo-
ple, and they are at or near capaci-
ty. Homeland Security and the Pen-
tagon have been working to line up 
as many as 12,000 beds for fami-
ly members at Fort Bliss in El Paso, 
Texas. Another request for up to 
20,000 beds for youngsters who ar-
rive without parents is also pend-
ing.
The ACLU's Jadwat accused the 
administration of "trying to ex-
pand the trauma it is inflicting on 
these children in order to deter oth-
er people from coming to the coun-
try."
Rachel Prandini, staff attorney at 
the Immigrant Legal Resource Cen-
ter, said the erosion of Flores' pro-
tections would subject children to 
worsening conditions.
"The Trump administration's 
decision to exacerbate the suffer-
ing of kids, by imposing the cruel 
policy of family separation earlier 
this summer and now with this rule 
change to vastly expand detention 
of children, is horrifying," she said.
The regulations will be published 
in the Federal Register and will be 
subject to a 60-day public com-
ment period starting Friday.
Trump admin to detain 
migrant families longer CHICAGO (AP) — An Illinois judge who lost a bid to overturn her fraud con-
viction has dropped her attempt to seek 
retention in November.
Cook County Circuit Judge Jessica 
O'Brien was convicted earlier this year of 
fraudulently obtaining mortgages for Chi-
cago investment properties and illegally 
pocketing more than $300,000.
U.S. District Judge Thomas M. Dur-
kin on Tuesday denied several motions 
made by defense lawyers for O'Brien, in-
cluding those seeking an acquittal or a 
new trial.
O'Brien filed the notice to end her re-
tention bid with the Illinois Secretary of 
State's Office late Wednesday. She said 
she was bowing out of the race "in light 
of the federal court's ruling in my case" 
on Tuesday.
CHICAGO (AP) — The city of Chi-
cago has agreed in talks on far-reaching 
police reforms to require officers to file 
paperwork each time they point a gun at 
someone, even if they don't fire, city law-
yers told a federal judge Thursday in a law-
suit brought by Illinois' attorney general.
It resolves a last sticking point in a push 
for a plan to transform Chicago's belea-
guered 12,000-officer force, criticized in 
a damning Justice Department report last 
year for a history of racial bias and exces-
sive use of force.
Word the city no longer opposes the 
idea came the week jury selection began 
in trial of white officer Jason Van Dyke, 
charged with murder for shooting black 
teenager Laquan McDonald 16 times. 
Video of the shooting led to the Justice 
Department investigation.
U.S. District Judge Robert Dow said 
Thursday that he would seek addition-
al community feedback before deciding 
whether to approve the overall plan. He 
scheduled two days of hearings starting 
Oct. 24 for public comment.
Chicago's police union has opposed 
requirements for officers to report each 
time they point their guns, saying it could 
cause them to hesitate to draw weapons 
when their lives are actually in danger.
Chicago agrees 
officers must record 
gun-pointing events
Cook County 
judge convicted 
of fraud drops 
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By Logan Raschke
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
Rhana Headley was the president of the poster club as an under-
graduate student and is now working on a book for her master’s thesis. 
Headley is a graduate student pursuing a master’s in 2D studio art 
with an emphasis in printmaking and sculpture. 
Headley said she and other members of the poster club produce 
prints for advertisers and other organizations primarily through the 
process of screen printing. 
“Being Mortal” is a poster Headley worked on for the Being Mor-
tal Community Book Club, and the club is still producing more prints 
today, she said. 
“The proceeds of people purchasing the poster go back to the com-
munity book club to fund their club,” she said. 
Some of the proceeds also go to purchasing necessary supplies for 
the poster club, such as photo emulsion, paper and ink, she said. 
Headley said the book club wanted a specific concept in her poster 
that accurately reflected a graceful acceptance of death, which is part of 
the book club’s discussion.
“I was thinking of muses or goddesses and I was thinking of figures 
(without) too many overloaded clichés of death, like skulls,” she said. 
“I was thinking more like lilies … I wanted this woman surrounded 
by funeral flowers and I had her talking with a crow, which is in some 
other mythos considered to be the carrier to another afterlife.”
Headley said she practices two different processes of printmaking: 
screen printing and lithography, but she does screen printing most of-
ten.
“Screen printing is using a fine mesh piece of polyester silk stretched 
onto a frame … you sort of create a stencil so that ink only flows 
through certain parts of it, but doesn’t flow through the rest of it,” she 
said. “Then you basically print really finely detailed stencils.”  
Assistant art professor Alan Pocaro said he and Headley have 
worked together on a number of projects for the poster club.
“I have been working with (Headley) for four years now,” he said. 
“I worked with her for three years as an undergraduate and I’m work-
ing with her now.”
After years of working with Headley, Pocaro said he noticed how 
she has developed into a great leader and artist. 
“The great thing about Rhana at this stage is that in terms of execu-
tion, she doesn’t really need a lot of help,” he said. “I try to kind of be a 
sounding board for her to bounce ideas off of.”
While Headley is still involved with the poster club, she is also cre-
ating a book that she will completely illustrate for her master’s thesis, 
she said. 
“What I’m working on for my master’s thesis … is how to take the 
oral tradition of telling epics in an artistic form,” she said. “I’m trying 
to integrate a form of books so the piece itself can tell (the reader) the 
actual story.”
Headley said she describes the book she is illustrating as having a 
children’s storybook style with a somewhat cautionary tale, and it con-
veys the concept that stories are not just meant to entertain but also to 
learn life lessons. 
Her book has a serious personal story about how people’s percep-
tions of common objects can change after a loved one has died, she 
said. 
Headley also said she will be printing multiple books whenever her 
thesis is finished. 
“(My thesis book) will create more books because I’ll do it through 
a form of printmaking,” she said. “After that book, I’ll have different 
books and they’ll increase in complexity of style.”
Headley said how smoothly the process of illustrating and printing 
her thesis book goes will determine how many she prints. 
For Headley, her plan for a future career is a little foggy for now, but 
she is looking forward to it, she said. 
“My plan is to go wherever the opportunities take me,” she said. 
Logan Raschke can be reached at 
581-2812 or at lrraschke@eiu.edu.
By Mercury Bowen
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
The Office of Civic Engagement and 
Volunteerism has created eight differ-
ent Positive Learning for Active Youth 
(PLAY) programs.
The after-school programs are student-
powered, and they involve homework 
help, activities and often snacks.
Beth Gillespie, the interim director of 
civic engagement, said the office wants 
those planning to volunteer for the pro-
gram to commit to be available once a 
week for the ten weeks it will happen.
“We want the students who are partic-
ipating in PLAY to be consistent so they 
can build genuine relationships with the 
kids in the PLAY program,” Gillespie said.
The PLAY programs take place in 
Charleston, Ashmore and Mattoon, and 
the office will provide transportation to 
and from the programs.
Gillespie said on average the PLAY 
programs include nearly 100 children 
with approximately 40 Eastern students 
volunteering.
“It makes a significant difference to the 
kids in our program,” Gillespie said.
A recent addition to the PLAY pro-
grams was a partnership program with the 
Fit-2-Serve Community Garden in Mat-
toon called Farm to Table.
In the Farm to Table program, Eastern 
volunteers will help the workers at the Fit-
2-Serve Community Garden teach chil-
dren how food is made, how to grow it 
and what to do with it, as well as other 
things.
Annie Garner, a second-year graduate 
assistant, said she thinks the Farm to Table 
program is an exciting one.
“We’re just starting it this semester, so 
we’re hoping that people know it’s out 
there and hear about it,” Garner said. “I 
think it could be really beneficial for both 
the students and the little kids that come 
and learn about all of that.”
Another PLAY program called Young 
Athletes involves volunteers helping chil-
dren learn gross motor skills, such as how 
to throw, kick and catch.
Because the program is partnered with 
the Special Olympics, Garner said some 
of the children involved may have intel-
lectual or physical disabilities; however, 
the program is open to all children ages 
two to seven.
At the end of the Young Athletes pro-
gram, the children’s parents can attend 
an event where the children demonstrate 
what skills they learned.
Gillespie said in the past the response 
from both the children and the volunteers 
has been positive, with children who par-
ticipated in the program asking when the 
Eastern students are coming back.
“To give somebody the gift of your 
time can make a significant impact,” 
Gillespie said. “It doesn’t have to take a 
thousand hours or a thousand dollars to 
change somebody’s day for the better.”
Mercury Bowen can be reached at 
581-2812 or mjbowen@eiu.edu.
LOGAN R ASCHKE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Graduate student Rhana Headley with her poster “Becoming 
Mortal.” Now that she is looking at it up close and has grown as 
an artist, she said she is trying to ignore all the flaws.
Student Spotlight: Headley illustrating book for thesis
Eastern students given opportunity to ‘PLAY’
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Netflix moods
K ARENA OZIER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Growing up, my family had a wide variety of 
pets, especially fish. Between the ages of 9 to 17, 
my parents had me convinced that fish were im-
possible to have for longer than a few weeks.  
We had our share of fish funerals by way of the 
toilet and my parents, I’m sure, were tired of ex-
plaining to three rambunctious kids, who didn’t 
know better, that fish don’t eat human food. 
I had gotten accustomed to being without a 
fishy friend until I got to high school. It was ear-
ly August my senior year I decided to try my hand 
at fish parenting.  
I thought, “How hard could it be?” The only 
reason that I couldn’t keep fish alive when I was 
younger was because I wasn’t responsible enough.  
After thinking about it through for a few sec-
onds, I went to the pet store. My boyfriend went 
with me and when we arrived we went straight to 
the fish tanks. 
I saw the bright, colorful glow fish. I noticed a 
sign that advertised that if I were to get 4 fish, I 
could get 2 more fish for free. It was deal I couldn’t 
pass up.  
I was there to get fish anyway, right? We pur-
chased 4 glow fish and decided that I should get 
some fish to clean the tank. Since I had a few more 
fish than expected, we got two cleaner fish to en-
sure my fish would have an extra clean tank! 
The employee informed me that if any of my 
fish died within the first month, that I would be 
able to bring them back to get exchanged. I would 
just have to freeze them to show evidence.  
I knew that I wouldn’t have to do that because 
my fish would surely live longer than a month. It 
was a good few days after getting the fish into the 
tank before thing started to go downhill.  
Three of the glow fish died within days of each 
other. One of the cleaner fish was next to go.  
As I went to put the last cleaner fish in a bag, 
which had also died, the last glow fish swam pull 
force into one of the sides of the tank and died on 
impact. That was it. 
They were all dead. I took my bag full of broken 
dreams and death back to the pet store. At the end 
of this visit, I left with 2 black fish.  
Within 2 weeks, both died. I returned again but 
this time pre-
pared to leave 
empty handed. I 
returned the fish 
and started to 
leave when out 
of the corner of 
my eye, I saw a 
beta fish.  
I  f igured I 
might as well 
try one last time. 
I took Huevó 
(what I named 
the beta fish) home. 
After 11 months and planning to take him to col-
lege, he died. That was it. I grew from my experi-
ence as a fish parent and now I know that my par-
ents were right. I’m still not responsible enough.
Karena Ozier is a freshman elementary 
education major. She can be reached at 
581-2812 or at kmozier@eiu.edu.
Benjamin Franklin once said, “you may delay, 
but time will not, and lost time is never found 
again.”  
Benjamin Franklin had a lot to say about how 
people should use their time, and I suppose that’s 
fair. Benjamin Franklin accomplished a lot; how-
ever, his accomplishments may be exaggerated 
by the fact that he was a white man who owned 
property and had access to a modest education, at 
least, in a time where a large portion of the popu-
lation was illiterate and/or not considered worth 
educating.  
In short, people can chill on the Benjamin 
Franklin quotes.  
I have the most unfortunate burden of a Face-
book feed littered with quotes such as these, cur-
tosey of a handful technologically-savvy, distant-
ly-realted baby boomers, and they all have some 
opinion on how I should spend my time. Before 
college, it was always, “focus on your studies,” 
and I listened (kind of). 
When I entered my junior year, the conversa-
tion began to change. It was no longer, “how are 
your studies?” or “what are your plans after grad-
uation?” Instead, the first question anyone asked 
was “so are you seeing anyone?” That question, 
in particular, makes me so uncomfortable for a 
number of reasons.  
First, there is a fundamental difference in their 
definition of “seeing someone” and my defini-
tion. Also, I do not do much of either for a num-
ber of reasons, one being that I have been battling 
mice in my house for almost a year.  
I hate mice.  
In my college career, I have taken a cou-
ple leadership roles, worked an internship, and 
watched a lot of ghost hunting shows. In fact, 
I won a grant to watch these shows and write 
about it. I have also killed my fair share of mice.  
Lately, my professional development and news 
relating to such is overshadowed by friends and 
family growing up in the more “romantic” sense. 
People are getting engaged, others are getting 
married, so many are having babies, and I know 
of a few couples who are going through a divorce. 
I am killing mice and watching Ghost Adven-
tures.  
I am often told that if I were not so stressed 
or competitive, that I would find that life would 
open more doors, but if living with mice has 
taught me anything, a locked door cannot keep 
everything away.  
Opportunity lies somewhere between the lot-
tery and the will to fight for what one wants. In 
my case, relationships and romance where swept 
under the rug, but every day has presented it-
self with beautiful opportunities and ugly reali-
ties. For example, today I found out that I am go-
ing to be able to go to China for a study abroad 
trip. This afternoon, I became the President of 
Sigma Tau Delta, and if those two things are not 
enough…I have thrown two dead mice in the 
trash, as well.  
Do not let the accomplishments of others 
cloud your own successes. Allow yourself the 
time to celebrate your own growth in your own 
time, because the only time that is wasted is the 
time spent doing something someone else thinks 
you should (its also a tongue twister, another 
huge waste of time).
Abigail Carlin is a senior English language 
arts major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or 
alcarlin@eiu.edu.
All of us come from different walks of life, 
traveling on different paths that ultimately led us 
here.
Some of us were raised to be independent. 
Some of us ended up learning to rely on our par-
ents. Some of us fall near the border.
But for the most part, we were provided our 
basic needs by someone for at least a significant 
portion of our teenage years and beyond.
You could say our parents did a lot for us at 
best, babied us at worst. They scheduled our doc-
tor’s appointments, they bought all the food, they 
cooked it, and they probably paid a significant 
portion of our bills.
But we are college students. The time is com-
ing when we will have to do all these things on 
our own.
Perhaps the problem is that we were never 
taught certain necessary life skills. But at the same 
time, it is up to us to seek out the knowledge it 
takes to live independently.
Living in a dorm or apartment gives us a taste 
of this self-reliance; yet, many of us who are tra-
ditional, first-time students still have a lot of life 
skills missing.
Many skills come as they come, and we won’t 
realize certain lessons until we’ve lived through 
them ourselves.
But we can do what we can, while we still can.
Don’t be content with letting your parents do 
your taxes for you, check your car’s functions, 
handle the phone bill and do all the chores. In a 
not-so-short time, you will have to do it for your-
self, and you need to know what you’re doing.
If you do not know how to do those things, as 
a lot of young adults do not, you may start ne-
glecting your well-being, as many already have.
So, schedule your dentist checkup at least once 
a year, because your health is important.
Check your car’s functions so you do not get 
in harm’s way.
Allow your parents to help you, and have some 
bonding time with them.
Learn from them; don’t make them do every-
thing.
No, we are not an “entitled” generation. We 
still work for what we want without expecting ev-
erything to be handed to us.
We are overwhelmed with other information 
and responsibilities, leaving us with little time 
and energy to learn new skills when we suppose 
that we have more time to do so.
Just don’t get thrown into the wild when you 
graduate and move to a job far away from home.
Seek independence now.
To all that was swept under the rug
ABBY C ARLIN
Learn to be
independent 
before you 
get thrown 
into the wild
We’re Hiring!
We have openings for those who enjoy:
• Politics 
• Business
• Photography
• Editing 
• Design
• Opinions
Call 581-2812 for more information.
Fish are a great responsibility
K ARENA OZIER
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Illinois State Provost Jan Murphy dicussed the role of administrators in promoting a liberal 
arts education Thursday during this semester’s faculty forum in the Charleston/Mattoon 
room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Delman said the future depends 
on the kind of education society 
gives to the next generation. He 
said what students really need is a 
“liberating education,” because he 
does not think the traditional con-
cept or even the evolving concept 
of a liberal education is really good 
enough but could be changed and 
approved.
“A wide exposure to the products 
of our culture, society and history in 
itself is not enough to unpack the 
premises on which (those products) 
are based,” he said. 
He said a liberating education 
should empower the students and 
make them think deeper and start 
to reject the fundamental frame-
work that is typically used to solve 
problems in any field of learning. 
He said students need to engage 
with what they have written and do 
more than what they learned from 
the “condensed Reader’s Digest” 
version of what they were taught.  
“They have to go on a journey, 
following their interests and delving 
deeper and deeper so a liberating 
education would engage students 
… to develop their passion through 
continued study and emerge ideas 
important to them,” Delman said. 
He said more needs to be expect-
ed from students and the only way 
this will change will be by changing 
the culture. 
“We really do want to change the 
world, that we’re not happy with it 
and the way the world changes is by 
changing the way people see it and 
that current views are failing to solve 
critical problems,” Delman said. 
Murphy took a different ap-
proach and asked what administra-
tors and faculty need to do to sup-
port a liberal education on and off 
campus. She said this could be done 
by hiring faculty for every need on 
campus, including those in the lib-
eral arts, regardless of how many 
majors or how many students are 
enrolled in a program. 
“Just because there aren’t a lot of 
majors in a program, (institutions 
shouldn’t) shut down that program 
(because) you loose that sense of 
what the university is,” she said. 
She said everyone involved in a 
university has a responsibility to ed-
ucate students, parents, politicians 
and society on the importance of a 
liberal education. 
“It isn’t just about what career (a 
student picks) and how much mon-
ey they make,” she said. 
She said this also meant standing 
up to legislators and telling them 
that college is not just about finding 
a career that makes the most money 
for the student. 
“We have a responsibility to be 
very vocal about the fact that we are 
universities and we provide a uni-
versal education, and when we have 
legislators who think, ‘maybe not 
every university needs an English 
department or a math department 
or a philosophy department,’ we 
have to be willing to stand up and 
say that just cannot be,” she said. 
Analicia Haynes can be reached 
at  581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.
“We’re just excited to see that en-
ergy from both perspectives and help 
bring that (community and universi-
ty) piece together.”
Gillespie said she thinks the event 
is a good one for the community.
“It helps bring the campus and 
the community together in a differ-
ent way,” Gillespie said. “Everybody’s 
having fun.”
Mercury Bowen can be reached at 
581-2812 or mjbowen@eiu.edu.
“We are trying to enhance our 
diversity on campus as far as hir-
ing goes,” Peoples said. “(This of-
fice) is also involved in the hiring 
process for faculty and staff.”
Peoples also said she makes sure 
students are aware of her resourc-
es by hosting a series of events, 
which she started last year, where 
she can help strike up a conversa-
tion about diversity.
“Our first one was on minority 
students on predominantly white 
campuses,” she said. “We had a 
presenter for that, and then the 
next one focused on our gender 
and identity, and we had a pre-
senter for that as well.”
As for the events this year, Peo-
ples said the planning is still in 
the works as she said she wants to 
let everyone get settled in for the 
school year first.
According to Peoples, there are, 
on average,  three or four com-
plaints of discrimination in a giv-
en school year.
“The good thing is that we do 
not have a lot of issues and re-
ports,” she said. “I would hope 
that’s because we don’t have the is-
sues, and not just that someone is 
not reporting their issue.”
She  then  s a id  th e  o f f i c e  i s 
there as a resource, so individu-
als who have questions or are not 
sure if they are being discriminat-
ed against are encouraged to stop 
by her office in Old Main Room 
1011 to talk or have questions an-
swered.
“If anyone does have questions 
about that process or policy, we’ll 
be glad to answer any questions,” 
she said. “Overall, everyone at the 
institution can benefit from this 
office because of our role here and 
what we do.”
 
Hannah Shillo can be reached at 
581-2812 or hlshillo@eiu.edu.
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ACROSS
 1 Factor in 
calculating 
an object’s 
momentum
 5 Commercial 
lines?
15 Get in the game
16 Complete, as a 
skeleton
17 Record label for 
Otis Redding
18 Complains 
vocally
19 Four-finger 
gestures
21 Somewhat
22 Henry Higgins, to 
Eliza Doolittle
23 “Another thing I 
forgot to mention 
…”: Abbr.
25 Diagonal sail 
support
27 Breakfast 
cookware item
33 Rock band with 
four(!) self-titled 
albums
35 OS X runner
36 Feeling after a 
guilt trip
37 “Don’t ___”
38 Monet that isn’t 
worth much 
money, say
40 Keogh plan 
alternative
41 Channel that 
used to show a 
clip of the 1969 
moon landing 
every hour
42 Nothing, in 
Nantes
43 Says goodbye to 
a lover
45 Scathing
48 Four-legged 
friend
49 Extras on TV’s 
“Doctor Who”
50 Digitally endorse
52 What Adderall 
treats, for short
55 Singer whose 
“Thinking Out 
Loud” won the 
2015 Grammy 
for Song of the 
Year
59 Cancel on 
someone
62 Plagues
63 Cab charge?
64 Urban garden 
locale
65 Bronze producer
66 Burgoo or 
callaloo
DOWN
 1 Corn flour in Latin 
American cuisine
 2 Prefix with thesis
 3 1991 sci-fi film 
sequel
 4 Cosmopolitan 
feature
 5 “Li’l Abner” 
creature
 6 Italy’s ___ alla 
Scala
 7 Croupier’s 
implement
 8 When “et tu” was 
spoken
 9 A trilogy has 
three: Abbr.
10 “___ Dieu!”
11 Words said with 
one’s glass raised
12 French vanilla ice 
cream ingredient
13 Cartoon 
character 
who plays a 
saxophone
14 Skeleton vehicle, 
in the Olympics
20 Claptrap
23 Take second
24 Popular holiday 
dessert
25 Washington 
establishment, so 
it’s said
26 Sauce with the 
same consonants 
as what it’s used 
on
28 Children’s author 
who wrote “Did 
you ever stop to 
think, and forget 
to start again?”
29 Bygone record 
giant
30 Stir crazy?
31 Containing gold
32 Poetic preposition
34 Symbols of 
control
39 Animation
44 Turns a corner?
46 Singer/songwriter 
who composed 
the Captain & 
Tennille’s #1 hit 
“Love Will Keep 
Us Together”
47 Fuze competitor
51 Bright look
52 Start of learning
53 Stop bringing up
54 Hamburger, 
maybe
55 Dreamland
56 Touched
57 Skin softener
58 You might be 
careful opening 
something with 
this label
60 Sir ___ of the 
Round Table
61 Back
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By Brooke Schwartz
News Editor | @DEN_News
I am sure this concept is new to no one, and it might 
seem a bit cliché, but if college has taught me anything, it 
is this: Confidence is the best accessory, and the only one 
that really matters.
No one, especially on a college campus, really cares 
about what you wear.
We all just wander around in a sleepy haze focusing on 
not spilling our third cup of coffee and hoping we are not 
late to class. 
No one has the time, or the energy, to judge what you 
are wearing, so why do you judge yourself?
The only time people will notice what you are wearing 
is if it is painfully obvious to an outside observer that you 
are uncomfortable in what you are wearing. 
It does not matter what brand you have on or if every-
thing matches exactly; what matters is how you feel and 
how that feeling translates to those around you.
Being kind to others starts with being kind to yourself; 
say the things you want to say to others to yourself and 
own the skin you are in.
If your head is held high and you walk around pur-
posely filling the space you’re in, as opposed to trying to 
shrink yourself out of existence, then nobody will look 
past that to negatively talk about your outfits. 
College is the time to grow as a person, which includes 
trying to put as much focus into growing your heart and 
mind as you put into your outside appearance. 
Whatever clothes you decide to don your body in, they 
will not be the most important thing people see when 
they first meet you.
They will see your humor, your kindness, your abili-
ty to love; all of which are so much more important than 
what shirt/shoe combination you decide to wear that day.
Wearing whatever you wear confidently invites people 
to ignore the superficial things we are told to care about 
and get directly to the stuff that really matters. 
Confidence is the most important thing to possess in 
this life, and it can be best learned in college.
College is such a rare time in our lives; never again will 
we be completely surrounded by such like-minded people 
going through such similar experiences. 
Everyone on campus is just trying to survive 8 a.m. 
classes and 12 page essays; what better place to try new 
things, new outfits and new hobbies and become a more 
rounded person?
Wear that crop top, those short shorts, that dress you 
bought but never had the guts to wear. Just own every part 
of yourself absolutely and completely everyday.
Be yourself, confidently and happily, wherever you go, 
and thoroughly own this unique time in your life.  
I am rooting for you and I am silently cheering every 
jumpsuit and dress and T-shirt I see. Root for each oth-
er and own it. 
Thrive and grow and support each other, always.
Brooke Schwartz can be reached at 
581-2812 or bsschwartz@eiu.edu.
Confidence is the best accessory
ADVERTISE  WITH 
T H E  
D A I L Y
E A S T E R N
N E W s  
L O O K I N G  
F O R  
P A R T N E R S ?
C A l l  ( 2 1 7 )  5 8 1 - 2 8 1 2
By Tom O’Connor
Volleyball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern women’s volleyball team 
will clash against Drake, Massachusetts 
Lowell, South Dakota State and Iowa in 
the Bulldogs Tournament this weekend.
If last weekend’s tournament at But-
ler was of any indication, head coach Ju-
lie Allen may in fact experiment with 
the lineup rotations.
At the Butler tournament, Julie Al-
len incorporated freshman Danielle Al-
len into the starting lineup, where she 
galvanized the Panthers offense with 11 
kills and three digs.
“Dani did a wonderful job last week-
end and contributed well to the score-
board,” Julie Allen said. 
Like other freshman on the roster, 
Allen has reaped the benefits of instruc-
tion from seniors who, through their 
years of experience, foster an environ-
ment that is conducive to making prog-
ress.
The veteran leadership has factored 
into the learning curve for the freshman 
class. 
 “They give them great advice, they 
give them pointers during the game, as 
well as going to class and getting good 
grades,” Allen said.
The team is coming off a three-game 
losing streak after the Butler tourna-
ment less than a week ago. The Pan-
thers lost all nine sets in three match-
es at Butler. This streak marked the first 
time since 2012 in which the Panthers 
lost three consecutive games by failing 
to win a single set.
“We want to make sure we are taking 
care of our team culture and the devel-
opment of leadership,” Allen said. “We 
will grow together and as we contin-
ue to focus on our process the w’s will 
come along.”
On Friday, the Panthers play Drake 
and Massachusetts Lowell.
With a top five defense in the coun-
try, Drake has won 18 of 19 sets this 
season and, up to this point, is one of 
just 27 teams in the country to remain 
undefeated.
Among teams nationwide, the Bull-
dogs are the 18th most proficient team 
when it comes to blocks per set.
Quite unlike the Bulldogs, Massa-
chusetts Lowell are positioned in sixth 
place of the seven teams in the Ameri-
ca East Conference, with a 1-6 record 
this season. 
Eastern will play South Dakota State 
next, and the Jack Rabbits enter the 
tournament on a 20-game losing streak 
dating back to August of last season.
Then Eastern will play defensive-ori-
ented Iowa. Hawkeye freshman Han-
nah Clayton has accrued 1.40 blocks 
per set and a sum of 28 blocks, estab-
lishing her, when stacked against all oth-
er Division I players, as a member of the 
top 40 in this particular category.
Upon their return from Iowa this 
weekend, the Panthers will play just one 
more road match, a match at Bradley 
next Friday, preceding a Southern Illi-
nois Edwardsville match at Lantz Arena.
Tom O’Connor can be reached 
581-2812 or troconnor@eiu.edu.
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 and more!
student art, photography, 
Check out a collection of 
creative writing, poetry,
Call (217) 581-2812 for information.
ATTENTION 
SENIORS 
The time has come to book appointments for 
your senior portraits! 
 
Senior portraits are FREE and may be booked 
online at: 
WWW.LAURENSTUDIOS.COM 
Use "Panthers" for your client ID. 
 
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENTS NOW! 
Sessions will be held September 24 - 28 
9:00 AM - 5 PM. 
2522 Buzzard Hall, 
Journalism Conference Room 
 
Women's soccer team searches for consistency
By Adam Tumino
Women’s Soccer Reporter | @DEN_Sports
There are only two matches left be-
tween the Eastern women’s soccer team 
and the start of the conference season. 
Eastern plays Indiana State at home 
on Sept. 7 before traveling to DeKalb 
to face Northern Illinois University on 
Sept. 9.
Still fresh off their first win of the sea-
son at Chicago State on Sept. 2, the Pan-
thers are looking to improve more before 
the conference season. 
“I’ve seen a hunger from the girls to 
fix where we were not as great on the 
weekend,” said head coach Jake Plant. 
“In practice, in particular last night 
(Wednesday), we seemed to be finding 
the back of the net very well.”
To find the back of the net against In-
diana State, the Panthers will have to get 
the ball through the Sycamores' goal-
keeper, Hannah Sullivan.
She is 6th in the Missouri Valley Con-
ference in saves this season with 26 and is 
allowing .94 goals per game, the 4th best 
mark in the conference. 
Sullivan has been even more effective 
lately, allowing only four goals in her last 
six games. 
The Indiana State offense is a well-bal-
anced one, with seven players combining 
to score eight goals so far in 2018. 
Senior forward Katie Wells is their 
only player with multiple goals. She has 
two goals and two assists on the season. 
The Panthers will then play Northern 
Illinois on Sept. 9. The Huskies are cur-
rently in last place in the Mid-American 
Conference with an 0-5 record. 
Northern has not scored a goal yet 
this season. They are also last in the 
MAC in shots and have allowed the 
most goals in the conference. 
Senior goalkeeper Megan Donnally is 
leading the conference in saves by a wide 
margin. Her 45 saves are 18 more than 
the next highest player. 
Her save percentage sits at .804, 
which is the 7th best in the conference, 
but she has also faced a high number of 
shots.
The attacking style of offense that the 
Panthers have been focusing on could 
benefit from Northern’s defensive defi-
ciencies.
Week-by-week improvements have 
been the goal for Plant and the team all 
season. 
Looking past Northern and on to 
conference play next week, Plant stressed 
that consistency is the most important 
thing for the Panthers if they want to 
continue making these improvements. 
“Consistency is the key,” said Plant. 
“If we’re consistently saying the same 
messages and doing the right things, 
we’ve seen that the performance has built 
higher and higher each week. We want 
to make sure we are peaking at confer-
ence tournament time.”
There is a long way to go until the 
conference tournament starts on Oct. 
26. 
With continued improvements both 
this weekend and beyond, the Panthers 
hope to be in a good position in the 
standings by then. 
Adam Tumino can be reached at 
581-2812 or ajtumino@eiu.edu.
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Sophomore forward Pilar Barrio shields a Chicago State attacker from the ball during a match at Chicago State on 
Sept. 2. Eastern won the match 2-0.
"We want to make sure we are taking care of our 
team culture." Julie Allen, Head Coach
Volleyball team faces 4 matches in Bulldogs Tournament
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
There will be no love lost on Satur-
day when the Eastern football team trav-
els to Illinois State for the 107th install-
ment of the Mid-America Classic. Plain 
and simple, Eastern does not like Illi-
nois State and Illinois State does not like 
Eastern. 
There is truly no sugar coating how 
these programs feel about each other. 
The rivalry runs deep and it transcends 
the football field. Off the field the teams 
compete for recruits. The schools them-
selves compete to convince high school 
seniors to choose blue or to choose red. 
On social media, students from both 
schools hash it out about not just sports, 
but which school has better classes, a 
better campus, better social scene, etc. 
To many people at both schools, this 
game means more than just a notch in 
the win or loss column; it’s about brag-
ging rights, validation and it’s about 
who reigns supreme for the next year 
over the 104 miles of highway that sepa-
rate the two campuses.
“Yeah, we don’t like each other, that’s 
the way it’s supposed to be,” Eastern 
head coach Kim Dameron said. “It’s a 
rivalry game, they don’t like us, we don’t 
like them, that’s the way it’s supposed to 
be.”
The Panthers are doing what they 
can, however, to keep in mind they 
still have to execute on the field. Illinois 
State is a very physical program, ranked 
19th in the country and is very rarely an 
easy game. 
“There is a lot of rivalry games 
around the country, and the things that 
you have to do is keep that in perspec-
tive and just understand once the whis-
tle blows, they kick it off. It’s a football 
game,” Dameron said. “We have got to 
make sure that we have got our minds 
in the right place as far as our focus, our 
attention to detail and not just let our 
emotions run away with us. But, I like 
the fact that we will have some emotion 
with this game, it’s a big game for us.”
Last season Illinois State came into 
Charleston and delivered a gut-punch 
to Eastern fans in the form of a 44-13 
stomping of Eastern. Eastern lost not 
only the game that day, but also starting 
quarterback Mitch Kimble. All things 
considered, the game was simply a mess 
for the Panthers. 
“Everything (needs to be different 
this year),” Dameron said. “We played 
awful. We were just pathetic offensively, 
defensively we weren’t in the right spots. 
We didn’t hit the right gaps. It was a real 
error fest last year.”
The blowout loss was so impactful to 
Eastern that it actually served as one of 
the reasons the Panthers switched to an 
air-raid offense. 
Eastern knows Illinois State will be 
physical and playing in front of a home 
crowd in a rivalry game, and there is also 
an expectation that the Redbirds will be 
playing with lots of intensity.
“We have to match their intensity 
level,” Dameron said. “As a matter of 
fact, I think for us, we need to come out 
with a lot of intensity, and we need to 
match their physicality. We have to be 
able to run the ball, throw the ball, do 
whatever it is.”
Other notes:
-Eastern will continue to rotate both 
Johnathan Brantley and Harry Wood-
bery at quarterback against Illinois State. 
This will continue all season until one 
player proves he is better than the other. 
-Illinois State will deploy a good 
backfield led by preseason all-conference 
running back James Robinson. Robin-
son had nine carries for 51 yards and 
two touchdowns in Illinois State’s 46-0 
win over Saint Xavier in week one. The 
Redbirds are expected to use four run-
ning backs in the game.
-Illinois State holds a 55-42-9 record 
advantage over Eastern in the series. 
-Illinois State quarterback Brady Da-
vis was named the MVC newcomer of 
the week after going 12 of 19 passing for 
123 yards and one touchdown against 
Saint Xavier.
-Eastern’s starting center Cole Hoover 
was not suited up for practice on 
Wednesday after he was injured against 
Arkansas. Freshman Eliki Tanuvasa is his 
replacement.
JJ Bullock can be reached at 
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.
Sports Editor
JJ Bullock
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ILLINOIS STATE 
VS.
EASTERN ILLINOIS 
6:30 P.M. SATURDAY
BLOOMINGTON, IL
WEEK 2
Rivalry Week
Eastern, Illinois State to meet for 107th time 
MEN’S SOCCER | COLUMN
Even though the Eastern men’s soc-
cer team has already made good on some 
things it wanted to do well this year, 
the team could still improve on scoring 
through its build-up play.
Defensively, head coach Kiki Lara has 
constantly stressed the need for defensive 
grit and all-around good play. On the of-
fensive side of the ball, Lara and some 
players have said that scoring is need-
ed too, since the Panthers are coming off 
last fall where they scored 10 goals in the 
whole season.
So far, Eastern has only given up two 
goals, while scoring three of their own.
But part of scoring is being able to get 
the ball into the opponent’s box and then 
finishing, of course.
Moving the ball from the defense and 
through the midfield to the forwards is 
something Eastern wants to and needs to 
improve upon, and the team knows this.
Lara said creating opportunities and 
taking advantage of them is something 
the team can improve upon.
Against Cincinnati in the season open-
er, a 2-0 win for Eastern, the Panthers 
faced constant pressure from the Bearcat 
offense. Eastern had a good collective ef-
fort by clearing the ball out of its box and 
connecting the ball to the midfielders and 
forwards, who then got a few chances 
to score. Even though the team did not 
score off these stretches, they showed the 
ability and cohesion to connect play from 
the back to the opponent’s goal.
But this weekend will be the time for 
the Panthers to tighten any loose strings 
in its system before the meat of the sea-
son, along with conference play, comes 
along.
Without having a means to move 
the ball to score (build-up play), scoring 
against opponents as the season goes on 
will be tough to come by.
Scoring off set pieces and drawing 
penalties in the box are great and helpful, 
but what happens when the ref does not 
give you the call?
This weekend, Eastern needs to show 
that it can connect quick and accurate 
passes in the attacking third and get closer 
to goal for easier shots. Thus far, Eastern 
has done a good job of using its hybrid 
wing midfielders by having them drop on 
defense for help, then making runs to the 
corner and getting crosses off.
But to get the ball to someone at the 
18-yard box, and having a run off them 
or another pass available for a closer shot 
is something Eastern needs to build up 
this weekend.
The good teams ahead, for example 
Denver in conference play, will be too dis-
ciplined to give up fouls anywhere near 
the box and will not allow open shots 
from 18 yards and further, much less any-
thing at the top of the box.
So, if the Panthers can stretch the de-
fense and intertwine themselves between 
defenders and get passes right in front of 
the net, the goals will come.
Eastern (1-1-1) will play Bradley (3-0-
1) first this weekend on Friday at 7 p.m. 
as part of the Bradley Invitational. East-
ern lost 1-0 to Bradley in overtime last 
year, and Bradley holds a 17-8-2 all-time 
matchup record over Eastern.
Then on Sunday at 1 p.m., Eastern 
faces Mercer (4-0). The two have met 
only once, back in 2009 at another tour-
nament hosted by Bradley, and played to 
a 0-0 draw.
“Last few years we have gone to Brad-
ley and played well in certain aspects of 
the game, and we want to continue that 
tradition and come home with hard-
ware,” Lara said, regarding the invita-
tional. “Three quality teams will be play-
ing this weekend in Peoria and we want 
to showcase EIU men’s soccer in a great 
way.”
Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at 
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.
Men’s soccer team needs more avenues to score
Dillan Schorfheide
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Eastern’s offensive line lines up against Illinois State in the Panthers’ 44-13 loss to the Redbirds at home last season. Illinois State and Eastern will play for 
the 107th time on Saturday in Bloomington.
DILLAN SCHORFHEIDE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Eastern senior Jake Andrews tries to keep the ball away from an Evansville 
defender Aug. 31 at Lakeside Field. The Panthers tied with Evansville 1-1 in 
the game. 
